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A call to spread the gospel is one of the highest honors you can receive. But frustration can set in if

you feel called to minister to those with whom you don't share a language. In an effort to address

this, Mirna Deborah Balyeat's Spanish With a Mission seamlessly integrates teaching Spanish with

gospel-oriented vocabulary and cultural insights. It provides an excellent resource for any individual

or group looking to minister to Spanish speakers across the street or abroad. With a vocabulary of

more than one thousand words focusing on the themes of family, home, classroom, food, clothes,

body, city, the Bible, and witnessing, this guide lays a thorough foundation for basic Spanish

conversation in an easy-to-follow format, with exercises to practice what you learn. Moreover, it

includes vocabulary for medical applications, construction, agriculture and children missions, as well

as Bible texts and Spanish worship songs. As a bonus, cultural notes with biographical information

about Hispanic Christian singers are included so you can become familiar with current Christian

artists and their songs. An easy-to-use glossary and Spanish-English dictionary are also included

for reference. Spanish with a Mission provides practical tools that give the seeds planted on

missions the greatest potential for growth. It will teach you Spanish to help you build relationships

and communicate the Gospel. Visit spanishwithamission.com for additional material and information

on how to receive a guide to start your own Spanish with a Mission class in your church or

organization.
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"Deborah Balyeat, author of Spanish with a Mission, does not wantÂ  students to learn Spanish just

for the sake of mastering a second language. She wants Christians to learn Spanish with a mission

in mind."Â  - Baptist Standard, Feb. 28, 2014"Deborah Balyeat, author of Spanish with a Mission,

does not wantÂ  students to learn Spanish just for the sake of mastering a second language. She

wants Christians to learn Spanish with a mission in mind." --Baptist Standard, Feb. 28, 2014

â€œSpanish with a Mission is a wonderful resource to prepare you or your group for a mission

opportunity to a Spanish speaking country. Deborah Balyeat has done a wonderful job of making

this book relevant to missions and ministry needs, and very easy to use as a training tool for your

team to prepare for their experience. I am grateful for the work and thought she put into this guide to

help spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ. I hope you will consider this book for learning the language

and the culture for your next mission endeavor to a Spanish speaking people group. â€œ  â€•Rene

Maciel, President of Baptist University of the Americas  â€œShort practical lessons mixed with

cultural tidbits makes Spanish with a Mission the perfect language tool for Christians with a

cross-cultural mission for learning Spanish. The need for conversational Spanish both in the U.S.

and abroad is essential for building relationships and communicating the Gospel. Anyone with a

desire to serve Hispanic people will find it easy to build vocabulary, learn verb tenses, and use

idiomatic expressions in less than three months. Learning Spanish songs and being able to share a

faith story in Spanish equips believers for â€˜ministry, witnessing, and mission trips'.â€•  â€•Jim and

Viola Palmer, Career Missionaries, Latin America  â€œSpanish with a Mission is the most practical,

Gospel-oriented resource on the market today. . . This book will change the future of Spanish

missions forever.

This book has so much. Easy to follow grammar lessons with exercises. Online auditory program for

pronunciation. Religious words and phrases along with vocabulary for medical, construction,

agriculture, sports and children's missions. Interesting Cultural information. Witnessing chapter with

key Bible verses. Spanish songs for children or adults. Information on well-known Christian singers

and their songs which can be heard in Hispanic churches. The website even has Bible stories for

children and devotionals for older kids and adults which can be downloaded for free! A teacher's

guide is available if someone wants to teach a group at their church or place of ministry. This is the

best Christian Spanish textbook at the best price you can find! Use it for your next mission

trip/outreach to communicate the love of Christ in their language. Learn Spanish...with a mission!



This is the second time I will be teaching Spanish at my church Tri City Baptist Church in Chandler

Arizona and I already feel far more prepare having your book and study guide which is exactly what

I been looking for. Your book is an excellent Spanish guide for those learning the language with the

ministry emphasis that you've given to it. I want thank you for making this book to help those who

want to encourage our English speaking churches to reach out the Hispanics in the United States

with the Gospel. So thank you for having the vision to provide us a tool that is so desperately

needed.

AWESOME book. This is a great Spanish primer with common sayings and Christian songs, but

also the basics of the Spanish language. The online audio is really helpful. I am learning Spanish

along with my son. A BARGAIN. Includes conjugations, nouns, etc., and words not found in other

Spanish curriculum that are pertinent to missions, words to relate faith and prayer. Just what we

were looking for.

As a new Elementary Spanish teacher at a Christian school, this book and all the support that

comes with it is invaluable. The website has great resources, songs and bible lessons in Spanish. I

requested a free teacher's guide on the website and the author responded with a personal email

and gave me more teaching tips. The book is laid out well, the lessons are easy to follow. It's perfect

for a person or a group to use to prepare for a ministry trip in a Spanish speaking country. I lived in

Latin America for 7 years and the cultural information is spot on. I am so thankful that Mirna

Deborah Balyeat wrote this book because it's a huge blessing to me and I know it is and will be for

many others.

This is one of the most effective tools for missions. I am planting a multicultural and multiethnic

church, and Spanish with a Mission has become an evangelistic instrument to reach out to our

community. Its lessons are useful and easy to teach, and students engage in every class. I do thank

Deborah for putting all this material together for us.

A Wonderfu resource for mission teams! Love the songs to share with children and the fact that they

are accessible on the book's website!

Seriously great way to learn Spanish and share your faith with Spanish speakers. I was hoping a

book like this existed. So glad the author wrote it, and it's modern and current!! Love the cultural



facts and songs!

Easy and excellent. Our hispanic ministry pastor helps us master the material. We are so blessed to

have him!!!
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